To,

All license holders in Form: LE-3 for possession and use of explosives under Explosives Rules, 2008.

Sub: Mandatory issuance of RE-13 (Pass for use of explosives) by the license holders in Form LE-3 for possession and use of explosives under Explosives Rules, 2008 through PESO’s- “Explosives Returns System (ERS) application software – Reg.

Dear Sir(s),

Provision for generation of Form RE-13 (Pass for Use of Explosives) by the explosives users holding license in Form LE-3 under Explosives Rules, 2008 is made available in the PESO’s online Explosives Returns System (ERS). Most of the user license holders are utilizing this facility effectively, on day to day basis.

All explosives users holding license in Form LE-3 under Explosives Rules, 2008 are advised to generate RE-13 (Pass for use of explosives) mandatorily for every transaction on issue of explosives for use purpose and return of explosives if any, on day to day basis.

Online generation of RE-13 i.e., Pass issued by the Licensee to use explosives is made mandatory with effect from 1st October 2015.

In this connection, an order issued under Section 6-D of the Explosives Act, 1884 imposing additional conditions is attached herewith.

Please note that use of explosives without issuance of online generated RE-13 (Pass for Use of Explosives) beyond 1st October 2015 will attract the relevant penal provisions of Act and Rules.

Yours faithfully,

(Dr. S. Kamal)
Chief Controller of Explosives

Copy to: All Circle/Sub-Circle offices, DTS and FRDC of PESO. All heads of the offices of PESO are advised to give wide publicity to this circular among all licensees holding license in Form LE-3 under Explosives Rules, 2008 in their respective jurisdiction.

Chief Controller of Explosives
ORDER

In exercise of the powers conferred vide Section 6 D of Explosives Act, 1884, the following Additional conditions have been imposed in SET- VIII of Schedule V, Part-4 of the Explosives Rules, 2008 pending amendment in Explosives Rules.

“Additional Conditions:

i) The licensee for possession and use of explosives shall issue Pass for use of explosives in Form RE 13 and return of unused explosives, if any.

ii) The licensee for possession for sale/use of explosives shall issue indent in RE 11, Pass for sale of explosives in RE 12 and Pass for use of explosives in RE 13 through online system made available by the licensing authority in the official website.”

[ Dr. S. Kamal ]
Chief Controller of Explosives